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Static Control First to Market with Odyssey® Cartridge Sealing Toner Packs for use in HP® M252 Cartridges
Launch Completes Full OEM-Like System Offering
Sanford, N.C. – (October 27, 2016) – Static Control has recently launched Odyssey® cartridge sealing toner packs, a
unique, first-to-market solution, that rounds out the offering for remanufacturing HP’s CF400 series cartridges used
in M252 and M277 printers. This JetIntelligence cartridge series introduced several features such as advanced,
smaller chips and a new toner delivery method.
Odyssey cartridge sealing toner pack has an OEM-like fit and function. Filled
precisely with the optimal amount of toner, the pack also acts as a seal to
prevent cartridge leaking. In a similar way to the OEM, when the seal is broken
in the printer, it acts as a toner agitator to help improve flow. This eliminates
the occurrence of premature starvation common when using the “drill-and-fill”
method popular among remanufacturers. Toner packs are available for A
cartridges, with X toner packs to be released soon. Traditional bottled toner is
also available.
Last year, Static Control was first to market with replacement chips for the
M252 cartridges. Along with chips and toner, an Odyssey drum, wiper blade,
end felts, foams, sealing blades and replacement end plates are available. This provides everything needed to
successfully remanufacture these cartridges with OEM-comparable image density and page yield.
For remanufacturers who have difficulty locating the hard-to-find, expensive empty, a non-OEM compatible
replacement cartridge is also available. These cartridges provide high quality print performance in all printing
conditions, such as low and high humidity.

###
Static Control is the largest manufacturer of aftermarket imaging systems and components supporting cartridge
remanufacturers within the global laser and ink jet industry. Sales and distribution facilities are located worldwide. Research,
development, engineering and manufacturing as well as global distribution are located at Static Control’s world headquarters in
Sanford, North Carolina, USA. Static Control manufactures in-house more than 10,000 imaging products and offers a product
catalog of more than 14,000 imaging products to the aftermarket industry.
© Static Control Components, Inc. All rights reserved worldwide. The stylized S, Static Control and Odyssey are registered trademarks of Static Control
Components, Inc. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

Product

Static Control Product Code

Odyssey Cartridge Sealing Toner Pack 45 g (Black)

HM252-45BG-KOS

Odyssey Cartridge Sealing Toner Pack 40 g (Cyan)

HM252-40BG-COS

Odyssey Cartridge Sealing Toner Pack 40 g (Magenta)

HM252-40BG-MOS

Odyssey Cartridge Sealing Toner Pack 40 g (Yellow)

HM252-40BG-YOS

Odyssey Drum with Gears

PGDRHM252

Replacement Wiper Blade

HM252WBLD-10

Replacement Chip for use in HP® M252 (CF400A) Black

HM252CP2-K

Replacement Chip for use in HP® M252 (CF401A) Cyan

HM252CP2-C

Replacement Chip for use in HP® M252 (CF403A) Magenta

HM252CP2-MA

Replacement Chip for use in HP® M252 (CF402A) (1.4k) Yellow

HM252CP2-Y

Non-OEM Compatible Replacement Toner Cartridge for CF400X (Black)

002-01-SF400X

Non-OEM Compatible Replacement Toner Cartridge for CF401X (Cyan)

002-01-SF401X

Non-OEM Compatible Replacement Toner Cartridge for CF403X (Magenta)

002-01-SF403X

Non-OEM Compatible Replacement Toner Cartridge for CF402X (Yellow)

002-01-SF402X

More products available at www.scc-inc.com or by contacting a Static Control Sales Representative.

